ΓΡΑΠΤΕΣ ΑΠΟΛΥΤΗΡΙΕΣ ΕΞΕΤΑΣΕΙΣ ΠΕΡΙΟΔΟΥ ΜΑΙΟΥ ΣΤΑ ΑΓΓΛΙΚΑ
ΤΑΞΗ Γ’ ΕΠΙΠΕΔΟ Α’
Α. Read the passage and answer the questions.
What is Roots and Shoots?
Inspired by her belief that every individual can make a difference, Dr Jane Goodall decided in
1991 to form a young people's environmental group of 16 local schoolchildren in East Africa. Its
name was Roots and Shoots and the members, organised recycling programmes and cleaned up
local parks, rivers and beaches. They also helped old people and the homeless in their
neighbourhood as well as protecting the natural habitat of local animals. Today, Roots and
Shoots has over 3,000 groups in more than 68 countries worldwide which are actively involved
in Dr Jane Goodall's projects.
How can you become a member of Roots and Shoots?
Any young person, between preschool and university, can Join the Roots and Shoots
programme. If you want to start your own Roots and Shoots group, simply find other young
people in your neighbourhood who want to participate, and an adult to be the group leader.
Then, contact the Jane Goodall Institute for a membership form.
1. Who founded Roots and Shoots and what made her start it?
2. Write 2 activities the programme includes.
3.Who can become a member of the progamme?
4.Would you like to take part in such programmes? Why ? (write two reason)
B. I. Complete the second sentence using the given word.
1. The hotel room was too small for Tom’s family.(enough)
The hotel room wasn’t ___________________ Tom’s family.
2. We haven’t stayed at a hotel for years. ( since )
It’s years ____________________ at a hotel.
3. John had an accident on his way to the office. ( had)
John was on his way to the office ____________________ an accident.
4. Michael started working as a zookeeper in 1998. (has)
Michael ___________________as a zookeeper since 1998.
II. Complete the sentences.
1. I can’t stand ___________________
2. I have decided ___________________
3. They will give out free tickets so that ___________________
4. They made her ___________________
III. Write the opposites of the words in brackets
1. Marsha is going to have a baby so she is _________________ (patient)
2. The best thing about going on safari is seeing ___________________ animals.
(domestic)
3. The judge told the accused that his actions were completely ___________________
(responsible)
4. She always has such a(n) ___________________outlook on life. (pessimistic)

IV. Choose the correct item
1. His manners are perfect; he is such a (n) __________ young man.
a. proud
b. angry
c. Polite
2. You’ll have to keep reminding him as he is quite ________________
a. reliable
b. determined
c. forgetful
3. You may have to receive a (n) _____________ if you are travelling to a foreign country.
a. vaccination
b. deforestation
c. recommendation
4. Karen felt lonely and ______________ living so far away from the city
a. congested
b. isolated
c. organized
C. Dictation

